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Editorial 
The editorial board of Vision Research has decided to launch a new section called RAPID COMMUNICATIONS, 
under the collective responsibility of the editors of the current 5 sections. This Rapid Communication section will 
cover the full scope of Vision Research and will deal with papers on topics that are of the utmost importance and have 
a very high novelty value. To make submission of Rapid Communications manuscripts attractive to authors, the 
editors will give these manuscripts top priority in the reviewing process and the publisher will endeavour to publish 
any that are accepted within 3 months of acceptance. The format of Rapid Communications i  the same as for 
regular Vision Research manuscripts, except hat the length will be restricted to about 2000 words and the number of 
figures to a maximum of 4. The editorial board hopes that this facility for fast publication will attract outstanding 
papers with highly topical material and that in the future the Rapid Communications section will be the first one to 
be scrutinized by readers of Vision Research. Submission to this section should be through a Section Editor whose 
field of expertise is the closest o the topic of the Rapid Communication, and the submission should clearly be marked 
as Rapid Communication. 
At this year's board meeting it was also decided that the criteria for accepting manuscripts for publication must be 
stricter. Our annual page allotment is insufficient o accommodate all manuscripts that would be acceptable 
according to our current rules. Therefore, reviewers are being asked to evaluate critically whether a manuscript is 
restricted to essential and sufficiently new material to justify publication. This means, e.g. that confirmatory papers 
will no longer be accepted and that authors will be asked more frequently to delete figures, and to condense 
introductions and discussions. 
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